Evolution of resistance in microorganisms of human origin.
Resistance to antimicrobials in bacteria results from either evolution of "new" DNA or from variation in existing DNA. Evidence suggests that new DNA did not originate since the use of antibiotics in medicine, but evolved long ago in soil bacteria. This evidence is based on functional and structural homologies of resistance proteins in human pathogens, and resistance proteins or physiological proteins of soil bacteria. Variation in existing DNA has been shown to comprise variations in structural or regulatory genes of the normal chromosome or mutations in already existing plasmid-mediated resistance genes modifying the resistance phenotype. The success of R-determinants in human pathogens was due to their horizontal spread by transformation, transduction and conjugation. Furthermore, transposition has enabled bacteria to efficiently distribute R-determinants between independent DNA-molecules. Since the genetic processes involved in the development of resistance are rare events, the selective pressure exerted by antibiotics has significantly contributed to the overall evolutionary picture. With few exceptions, experimental data about the role of antibiotic usage outside human medicine with respect to the resistance problem in human pathogens are missing. Epidemiological data about the occurrence of resistance in human pathogens seem to indicate that the major contributing factor to the problem we face today was the extensive use of antibiotics in medicine itself.